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East of Eden Live Pictures

An elegantly simple alternative to the Live Panel system that can bring the benefits of living
plants to your home, learning or work environment with our impressive Live Pictures. As well
as being able to enjoy the beauty of plants, the Live Picture GO creates a healthier indoor
climate, improves air quality and of course it’s beautiful too!

Mounting is easy, needing only the two screws and installation guide we provide.

Its simplicity means you don’t even need green fingers to enjoy the beauty of plants. Our
Live Picture GO has its own indicator that will let you know when the water tank needs filling.
It has enough water storage capacity to supply sufficient water for at least 4 weeks.

The Live Picture’s versatility means it can be used both indoor and outdoor, as single or
multiple units. Its plant cassettes are easily removable and you can fill the pockets with
plants that match your own taste, allowing you complete flexibility to suit your own
preferences or change them whenever you choose.
The Live Picture GO has a capillary feature within the plant cassette ensuring the plants are
supplied with the correct amount of water without you needing to think about it.

Live Room Divider.
The perfect system to create privacy, reduce noise and environmental air toxins.
The Living room divider is adorned with vibrant plants on both sides and provides an
aesthetic option for flexibility in how a room or office space is can be used.

Preserved Moss Pictures
A completely maintenance free option are our Preserved Moss pictures and panels, which are
excellent for very low light situations, where live plants will not thrive. Constructed from
freeze-dried and preserved, sustainably grown cushion moss, they produce a very striking
impact to your living or work space.

For a really striking impact install a combination of Moss with living wall
Please call or email us to help you with your project or if you wish
to place an order for a Live or Preserved Moss Picture
01752 829178 / 07812797127
sales@eastofedenplants.co.uk

